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SKINCERITY 
Laura Elrick 

Krupskaya, 2003 

CROP 

Yedda Morrison 
Kelsey Street Press, 2003 

The hills are older than the hills: poets have been writing about 'the 
body as landscape' for ages. I have never liked this theme, because the body 
seems to come out always as victim, or else as imitative, and neither of those 
conclusions wholly match my experience, both lived and witnessed. 

Of course, the body is part of a unified ecosystem, and that integration is 
certainly worth investigation. Laura Elrick's sKincerity1 and Yedda Morrison's 
Crop2 take this up this investigation, where the body is neither victim nor mirror, 
but agent. More precisely stated, Elrick and Morrison question the extent to which 
agency is possible. Do we affect landscape - meaning, policy, racism, capital, 
sex - or does it affect us? How might we pursue experience in which we remain 
distinct from these landscape elements and forces? What does the world look like 
when we merge into policy, and when capital merges into our minds, hearts, and 
bodies? 

I have been talking about landscape with friends, Brooklyn-based poets 
Ethan Fugate and Allison Cobb3 and Brooklyn-based musician David Daniell.4 In 
late December, the NY MTA installed ad-bearing, LED screens at subway-station 
entries. The MTA has so far agreed to install 100 of these screens around NYC. 
Once while living in Los Angeles, I wrote, "today the weather blade-/ runner, no 
umbrella," in reference to an all-day smog occurrence. In NYC, the weather can 
be just as bladerunner, but it's of a different kind; it's of the kind that brands a 
vertical Ernst & Young sign into your vision, the kind that has you bask in electric 
advertising as logos and taglines are projected from over your head onto sidewalks. 

Of the MTA LED screens, David said, "every inch of space is for sale." 
I tell him I have been talking to Ethan and Allison about this reality. Ethan had 
gone to Western North Carolina for the holidays, and said he was looking forward 
to experiencing natural beauty for a couple of weeks. I asked him to tell me about 
his relationship to landscape while he was down there, as my own relationship to 
nature is woefully underdeveloped. I wrote to him, "part of what makes me feel 
so comfortable in urban spaces is, I feel I can control them. Nature is uncontrollable 
and I don't know how to process that. Thinking of you last night & the prospects 
of being at the [di]still[ery], I wondered what it would feel like to be there, and 
how you are inhabiting all of these open spaces without barriers to keep certain 
beings out; to direct traffic; to regulate materials; and so on. I realized that I can 
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identify things in urban or suburban environments with costs - that everything 
here can be bought and sold. This is the only world I know" (December 23, 2003). 
Ethan responded, "I don't think my relationship with my space is any different 
than yours with yours really. Certainly, I grew up in rural North Carolina, but 
even so, it wasn't Wee we were fighting to keep nature at bay every spare moment 
of our lives. I grew up on a farm, the very nature of which is about control over 
nature. Think about it. Next time you are flying into, out of, or over a piece of 
rural land take the window seat and take a good long look at how farmers barter 
with space. Ever little thing is divided up into not only pockets of ownership but 
into pockets of control. Fields are tilled or not tilled with relation to how well 
they'll yield that year" (December 30, 2003). 

Allison is the friend who got me thinking about landscape in the first 
place. Upon return from a visit to Los Alamos, her hometown and the site of her 
book Born 2, she shared with me some details from her trip: 

"I had some nice solitude in Los Alamos. I walked a couple of times 4 miles out 
to the end of the mesa next to my parents' house. It looks out over the Rio Grande 
Valley and all the sacred peaks of the Pueblo Indian world, including a lone basalt 
outcropping known as Black Mesa or in Spanish El Huerfano (the orphan) where 
the San Ildefonso Indians held off the Spanish conquistadors in a months-long 
siege (they had a secret path down to the river for water that tlie Spanish never 
discovered). At the base of the mesa is an unexcavated ruin of an Indian settlement, 
probably from the middle ages. The whole area is riddled with these ruins, most 
of which have never been excavated. From this vantage one can also see the cliff 
road winding up toward Los Alamos. The landscape is huge; cars are literally 
swallowed by it. I watched an ambulance with sirens blaring go down the road 
and completely disappear, its sound buried by the rock walls, as it rounded a 
hairpin turn and reappeared again. My parents' house is perched on the edge of a 
nearby mesa, and sitting on their deck I watched the giant ravens flying around at 
my head level and below, about 500 feet above the canyon floor. I could hear the 
sound of their feathers in the wind, like little knives thrown, and watch them do 
these weird, tumbling moves, fighting each other for food. Also there's occasionally 
a hawk. One of the first white women to live in this area of New Mexico calls this 
experience of being alone in the giant landscape there the "earth-feeling." I 
appreciate the scale and sense of experiencing a world with so few human marks, 
the irony of course being that those marks that exist are among the most destructive 
ever" (October 26, 2003). 

And so it's with great humility that I receive these accounts from my friends in 
relatively natural environments, to discover that the destructive elements in a 
landscape are often social. In Elrick's landscape, "Were policy different, mortality 
might be" (LE, 17). 
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I. SHE'S NOT WRITING SOMEONE ELSE'S FROM OUTSIDE MY OWN

PICTURE WRITING?5 

In sKincerity, Laura Elrick writes through the landscape of New York 
City in which she works and lives. Chronically, this landscape is partitioned as 
such: "one quarter of one day fer sleeping, one third of one day fer working, one 
quarter of one quarter of one day for commuting, one eighth of one third of one 
day fer cooking, one twelfth of one quarter of one day fer fucking, then set 
avoid minimize manage conquer plan" (LE, 23). Physically, the partitions go, 
"beds are for sleeping streets are for II CLICK (as in pistol cock) II "listen ahngonna 
be honest wichu II [another translation from the ffff- II RENT I FOOD I HEAT I
WATER I DOCTOR" (LE, 19-20). And in cyberoptics, navigation begs, "WHY/ 
I (World Hunger Year) II attack888root cause of 888hung888er by promo888ing 
self II reliance?" (LE, 22). Yet we are "less I agent less less" (YM, 42). "flip 
author-it expectorant (yeah, I'm white too) what backs you I will back you. It's 
both true and not true it's not you, it's not you, it's not. You.:' (LE, 25) "a little girl

knows what to do what to do- says hi ... i ... I I'm literal ... iteral... ( collateral)

aren't you?" (LE, 10). 
'Tm I breaking in my hand lace rag might hold hand me together pulling 

hair from a face tying together boot I might hold writing me together but I'm 
utilized" (YM, 19). Yedda Morrison's landscape in Crop includes farm workers, 
female sexuality - in - public, chemicals and calculations, private-sector policy 
and its profits. Like Elrick's, Morrison's text explores the consequences of so
called "free" enterprise and its human consequences.6 "keep me here- my option?" 
(YM, 24). Similarly and Crop unseen, I wrote in a poem called "substance," "i 
can contribute & bemoan. my options dotted lines/ they call it "cell damage," or 
learning as i go." Morrison makes me wonder where - how - did I think I I was 
going? "green/ green I fork lift" (YM, 25). Morrison makes me realize that this 
dialog is "not yet ripe but swollen" (YM, 10). 

"excess of water hypodermically injected" (YM, 10). The connections 
between land, (bonded) labor,7 and sex are organic and effortless in Morrison's 
Crop. This is of course both beautiful and tragic; ultimately the book is far more 
the former, as its syntax and textures transcend this reader elsewhere. When I 
read "wet," "each tissue commissioned" (YM, 8), and "Pipes gone dry inside me" 
(YM, 31 ), I think that we are not nearing but in a water crisis, and I like to remember 
this passage from an article I read by Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke: 

Not only is there the same amount of water on the Earth today 
as there was at the creation of the planet, it's the same water. 
The next time you're walking in the rain, stop and think that 
some of the water falling on you ran through the blood of 
dinosaurs or swelled the tears of children who lived thousands 
of years ago. 8 
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Yet we often make the mistake of suffering in isolation rather than uniting and 

organizing against the current, grossly imbalanced distribution of wealth, health 
care, resources, and rights. The call to justice as such is one of the many victories 
in Crop. "can only in I in and then in I so much" (YM, 25). 

II. THERE'S AN ISSUE OF I WHO AND FROM WHERE9 

the snake will be sleeping and I'll pick the berry right over its head10 

Arresting - in sKincerity - a pregnancy: "When she was arrested she 
was arrested without sanitary pads no place to put I her children but under 
established law immediately after giving birth. This I still bleeding ... II at Rikers 
II at Crane II at Sing-Sing" (LE, 35). "One example one woman special needs in 

a I nightgown "pleading her belly" shackled to a bed ... II at Lompoc II at Soledad 
II at Summit" (LE, 35). "One gave the head its birth floor the she at II Wallkill II
Terminal Isle & II Fort Dix" (LE, 36). "If unable to deliver antibiotic borders ... II
at II at II at" (LE, 36). Location. Elrick helps us realize that it's hard to get -
going - if we don't know where we are. In naming sites of imprisonment and 
other concrete measures of abuse and poverty, Elrick writes poetry as media, 

which serves to counter the versions of reality we are fed by corporate-owned 
news channels. 

Back at the ranch, Morrison writes, "will the ones still identifying as 

women please stand up" (YM, 25). "If functional language is an anti-historical 
language, I she's a violent surplus particle. get up!" (YM, 48). "Get up bound into 

this billboard carry your It I This That Words Hairless Waikiki instructs desire" 
(LE, 45) "to study through this well of want II to line the turns with letters" (LE, 
56). Elrick addresses turns with letters in her poem "First Words," which she 
wrote from her experience teaching adult literacy. Words are seen - landscape 
elements - and her students' survival in the U.S. requires that these words become 

familiar. She opens the poem, "all about oil" and continues, "how I did go" (LE, 
51), agency in past tense. Other letters: "We need I J-O-B-S jobs .. . II and a 
CURE ( citizens united I for the rehabilitation of I errants I I to keep our uh ... heh 
heh ... I hotels full."11 "dense and I speak in slow-surround the National and 
'precise'," the TV as precision bomber, indeed, lulling us into waking dream states, 
how this LED blinding and surround [sound] deafening in assaulting decibels, 
growing "History's I molasses plant" (LE, 64-65), producing "A privatized social 
memory that is I culture" (LE, 67). "Out I we stare over the expanse of early 
blinding" (LE, 63). 

III. ANXIETY - WANTS TO KNOW IF I WAS THERE12 

"I was at the reception desk repeatedly writing then erasing my name I 
til the parch was I dust and the concierge" (LE, 65). "she's hurrying, putting 
shoe to foot, lacing I the other clubbed in a ditch, hurry" (YM, 71). "We seek 
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out an old friend in her tatters and rage mumbling of nests / and what she can 

carry" (LE, 70) - "to ascend the stairs in / rags and wire" (YM, 42), "in the 

grace of the bright green wind machine, spitting artificial flowers" (YM, 59), 

"floral but never flowery. you conquer the economy from which it came" (YM, 
60). 

"let it be cared for and inconsequential" (YM, 12) - "the tinseled 

hostless" (YM, 11), "less/ agent less less" (YM, 42). "instead of bills I 

bought/ a coat, very patriotic" (LE, 76). "our sheltering/ trash" (YM, 71) -

"consumption/ operatic" (YM, 35). "I mean "driven"// like a Hollywood/ 

limo of myself// Into the catchment" (LE, 82). 

In the landscapes of sKincerity and Crop, person merges to thing, 

thing to proper noun, transit to experience, policy to death. Here I hear Kaia 

Sand's complex question, "How do/ I shrug this empire off my shoulders?" 13 

Morrison: "We gather on the Truck though the Truck is what we carry. We 

gather on the Truck and then the Truck/ is what we carry" (YM, 79). 

(Footnotes) 
1 Laura Elrick, sKincerity (San Francisco: Krupskaya, 2003). Hereafter, LE.
2 Yedda Morrison,Crop (Berkeley: Kelsey St. Press, 2003). Hereafter, YM. 
3 With Jen Coleman and Susan Landers, Fugate and Cobb edit the journal 
Pom2, which addresses the real estate, barter, and ownership of poems. 
4 Daniell is a musician who runs the Antiopic label with James Elliott. Behold their 
Allegorical Power Series - gratis mp3s - at www.antiopic.com. Contributors to the 
series have concerns in common with Elrick and Morrison. 
5YM, 23.
6One day on WBAI's "Global Movements, Urban Struggles," Deepa Fernandes
interviewed Vijay Prashad, author of Keeping Up with the Dow Joneses, who said 
simply that "globalization" really means "privatization": it is a drive to turn every 
aspect of our existence into a profit center. 
7 Morrison's book does not address bonded labor explicitly, but it makes me think about
bonded labor. An excellent resource on this topic is Kevin Bales's Disposable People. 
8 Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke,"The Battle for Water," www.alternet.org, December 

9, 2003. 
9 LE, 29. 
10 YM, 70. 
11 "Stan Saunders of the Columbia Theological Seminary writes that "prisons for profit
now generate $30-40 billion of revenue annually. The corrections segment of our 
economy today employs over half a million full time workers." That's "more than any 
'Fortune 500' company except General Motors." 
http://www.the-catbird-seat.net/PrivatePrisons.htm 
12 LE, 63. 
13 Kaia Sand, Interval (Washington, DC: Edge Books, 2004), 19.
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